
KEY OUTCOMES

• Flexible system was 
simple to work with  
in awkward spaces

• Fast installation 
enabled Icon to 
commence the 
project sooner

• Cleanable surface for 
optimised hygiene

PROJECT DETAILS

Icon Constructions

Park One - Waterloo Rd, 
Macquarie Park NSW

PRODUCTS USED:

• FastWall

• Vinyl Flooring

BACKGROUND

Park One is a $148 Million development consisting of 412 designer apartments 
across two buildings, three retail tenancies, three basement car park levels and 
landscaping including courtyards and a rooftop terrace.

CHALLENGE

Icon Constructions needed site amenities during construction for a period of  
12 months in the basement including offices, lunchrooms, first aid area, toilets and 
change rooms. Icon required a smart, professional solution while keeping within 
their tight budget. The available area for the site amenities was challenged by 
many overhead pipes and cables that needed to be negotiated around. A typical 
demountable site shed would not fit in the basement. There didn’t seem to be an 
obvious solution until they heard of FastWall.

FastWall meets the challenge of building amenities in tight spaces with ease.

CASE STUDY

Professional, Flexible and  
Budget Friendly Solution  

for On-site Amenities
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SOLUTION

Protecta Group proposed the innovative FastWall system to construct  
the necessary amenities in the tight space in a minimum amount of time.  
The project required over 1,600 panels of FastWall which were installed 
quickly and efficiently, including cutting around obstructions. Vinyl flooring 
completed the smart and professional presentation of the temporary  
site facilities.

FINAL RESULT

The finished result included several offices, toilets, and change rooms as 
well as a large lunchroom at a lower cost due to the innovative tongue and 
groove design. The significant time and labour savings achieved with faster 
installation than traditional hoarding systems FastWall used to create onsite 
toilet cubicles enabled a streamlined project delivery.

FastWall used to create specialised rooms onsite.

The smart pre-finished panels are made from durable and weatherproof PVC for optimised hygiene.

FastWall used to create onsite toilet cubicles.


